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Abstract

This paper highlights a straightforward correspondence between the seven seals in the Book of Revelation and the seven “classical planets.” Specifically, the sequence of colors associated with the first to seventh seal in the Apocalypse (respectively: white, red, black, pale, white, black, and golden) agrees well with ancient color series for the planets of the week (consensus: white, red, blue/brown/black, beige, white, black, and yellow, for Monday to Sunday, respectively). Such a relationship is consistent with John’s focus on the sky. Moreover, Revelation is rooted in the merkabah tradition of Ezekiel, which later flourished into a Jewish mystical movement whose journeys to the throne of God required specific seals for safe passage through seven levels. Tokens of this kind often have planetary associations, a relationship seen overtly in the “seven seals” of medieval Kabbalistic practice and Islamic magic. The proposed seal-planet correlation differs substantially from its few predecessors, and permits extrapolations in which further symbolism can be identified.

Introduction

The final book of the New Testament, the Revelation of St. John, has captivated readers for almost two millennia with its fascinating yet cryptic imagery. Written near the end of the first century CE on the Greek island of Patmos, the book admits a wide range of interpretations. These include the “preterist” view that it focuses upon events of its own era, the “historist” view that it describes human history over a long period of time, and the “futurist” view that it describes events yet to come. The “symbolist” view sees in Revelation an allegory of the spiritual path and of the ongoing conflict between good and evil. Interpretations that emphasize the socio-cultural context of John’s era suggest that he may have been re-mapping the constellations and planets of the Greco-Roman sky in terms of Christian theology. These views are of course not mutually exclusive. Esoteric devotees incline towards symbolic interpretations, and often see in Revelation both a catalogue of warnings for the human race and an allegory of the internal challenges and triumphs encountered by an individual on the path of discipleship.

The seven seals hold closed a heavenly book or scroll (Rev 5:1), and only the “Lamb who was slain” (Jesus) is found worthy to loose the seals and read the contents. The opening of each seal (Rev 5:1, 6:1-17, 8:1-6) is accompanied by a dramatic event or episode, usually calamitous; for example, the first four seals unleash the four horsemen of the Apocalypse. Collectively, the events associated with the opening of the seals comprise the first of three seven-fold sets of disasters. The second set of catastrophes accompanies the sounding of the seven trumpets (Rev 8-14), while the third corresponds to the seven bowls (vials) of God’s final wrath (Rev 15-22). As a category, the meaning of the seven seals is not obvious, and they have been
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variously understood as tokens of the “seven spirits of God” (Rev 1:4, 3:1, 4:5, 5:6) or the seven archangels (Tobit 12:15, and perhaps 1 Enoch 20:1-8), the seven stages on an individual’s spiritual path to God, a recapitulation of Jesus’s prophecy about the beginning of the end-times (Matt 24:3-31), etc. The four horsemen seem to reprise the “four sore judgments upon Jerusalem” (Ezek 14:21), while their steeds recapitulate earlier sets of four colored horses (Zech 1:8, 6:1-8).

This paper draws attention to an apparent correspondence between the seven seals of Revelation and the seven “classical planets,” a concept that has parallels in the “seven seal” embodiments found in other Abrahamic religions. The proposed correlation is more straightforward than the few seal-planet schemes proposed previously, and accords well with both the language of the source text and modern astronomical opinion.

**Discovery of the Color Correlation**

The correlation emerged during an exercise in which I tried to correlate the seven seals of Revelation with the other seven seals, the “seven magical symbols” of Judaism and Islam, also known as the seven seals of Solomon (Figure 1). Secrecy has long attended the Kabbalistic use of these symbols, and documentary evidence of their Jewish history reaches back only to the thirteenth century CE. Islamic tradition holds that the seven symbols were revealed to Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law Ali (7th century CE), although they may also be referenced in the Duā al-Simāt (Prayer of the Signs), which is alleged to pre-date Muhammad and perhaps even Moses. In terms of meaning and function, there is likely to be significant overlap between the seven seals of the three Abrahamic religions. “One of the most important uses of sealing in antiquity was to give a proof of authenticity and authority to letters, royal commands, etc. It served the purposes of a modern signature.”

The seven seals on the heavenly scroll in Revelation thus equate to God’s imprimatur or signature, whereas the Kabbalistic “seven signs” of Judaism represent magical God-names that permit entrance to the Supernal Realms, and the Islamic “seven seals” comprise the Greatest Name of God. Members of this last series have direct and well-known planetary correspondences that follow the days of the week, so an obvious way of correlating the Christian and Judeo-Islamic seal series was to try to link them via shared planetary associations. There were, however, no well-known planetary correspondences for the seals of Revelation (a point enlarged upon below), so it was necessary to look for a systematic way in which the seals’ attributes were differentiated by the book’s author, John of Patmos. Color, which features prominently after each seal is opened (Table 1), emerged as the most obvious candidate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rev</th>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Text (King James version)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:2</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>And I saw, and behold a white horse [...] and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:4</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:5</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:8</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:9,11</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>I saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for the word of God,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and for the testimony which they held [...] And white robes were given unto every one of them.

6:12 6th And, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood.

8:2-3 7th And I saw the seven angels which stood before God; and to them were given seven trumpets. And another angel came and stood at the altar, having a golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints upon the golden altar which was before the throne.

* For the fourth horse (Greek chloros, literally “greenish”) most translations (including the King James version) give “pale,” New American Standard reads “ashen.”

Surprisingly, the color sequence for the seals of Revelation agrees well with ancient color series for the planets, arranged according to the days of the week (Table 2). These planetary color sequences are of Babylonian origin, and their prototype(s) would have arrived in the Greek world many centuries before John described his visions in the first century CE. To quote one authority, “though no doubt Jewish, the author [of Revelation] is also a citizen of the Greco-Roman world and knows its myths and astrology.”

Table 2. Planet-Seal Correspondence via Shared Color Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planet</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Yellow or Blue</td>
<td>White+Gray</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reddish</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Black or Olive</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 3</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Colorless (pure)</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 4</td>
<td>Blue+White</td>
<td>Dark Red</td>
<td>Azure+Darker</td>
<td>Dusty, White+Brown</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Jet Black</td>
<td>Reddish Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 5</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors 6</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Blue+White</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Colors in Rev

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item in Rev</th>
<th>Seal</th>
<th>Meaning, consequence</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Robes</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Censer &amp; altar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>6th</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conquest | War | Famine | Death and Hell | Souls of martyrs, purity | Darkness, cataclysm | Silence; 7 angels, trumpets | Golden |
Information in the upper table pertains to the “classical planets,” that in the lower table relates to the seals of Revelation 6-8. **Upper table—Day:** the familiar planetary correspondence derives from Babylonian astrology, which reached Greece in the 4th century BCE; the formulation of the planetary week dates to Ptolemaic Egypt (4th-1st century BCE) and was displacing the *nundinum* in the Roman world at the time of Augustus (63 BCE-19 CE). The sequence in the Table (first day Monday, to final day Sunday) corresponds to the modern international standard for the days of the week. **Planet:** the planetary assignment for each day (i.e., the planet with rulership over the first hour), for which the day is named in many European languages. **Colors 1:** ancient planetary color assignations from the “exhaustive investigation” of Boll, as cited by Bobrovnikoff. **Colors 2:** “Hellenistic consensus” in the *Tetrabiblos* of Ptolemy, as cited by Malina. **Colors 3:** Jewish scheme from the Zohar (13th century CE), as cited by Kaplan, supplemented with data for Venus taken directly from the Zohar. **Colors 4:** planetary colors according to the 11th century CE Persian polymath al-Biruni, in his famous treatise on astrology. **Colors 5:** planetary colors from the Babylonian scheme or its continuation until the 10th century CE by the Sabaeans of Harran, listed by ibn Shaddad (12-13th century CE). See the comparative table by Guinard. **Colors 6:** contemporary assignation for the planets linked to the Islamic seven magical seals, from Harrison and Shadrach. **Lower table—Colors in Rev:** see Table 1. **Item in Rev:** the object bearing the color in the biblical account. **Seal:** the number of the seal in Revelation. **Meaning, consequence:** traditional interpretation of each seal, etc.

### Previous Planet-Seal Associations

Given the huge volume of astrological and apocalyptic fringe literature on the Internet, there are surprisingly few schemes linking the seven seals of Revelation to the planets. Older printed material, however, contains a few examples. For instance, in 1907 the Russian astronomer Nikolai Alexandrovich Morozov published a complex (and highly contrived) astronomical interpretation of Revelation, in which the four horses were identified as metaphors for the planets Jupiter, Mars, Mercury and Saturn, respectively. In 1941, major astronomical flaws in Morozov’s overall scheme were publicized by Nicholas Bobrovnikoff, an astronomer at the Perkins Observatory in Delaware. The latter, an expert on planetary light, also criticized Morozov’s assignations for the horsemen on linguistic and color grounds, as follows.

We see that with the exception of Mars the apocalyptic colors [of Morozov] have little in common with the colors of the planets. Morozov tries to make μέλας [melas, Greek] mean inconspicuous, but […] the meaning of the word is plain black, as black as ink […] This same word μέλας was used by the ancients in connection with Saturn and never with Mercury. The situation is no better with Jupiter. The horse is λευκός [leukos, Greek] or pure white, used to describe Venus and not Jupiter. Now, if the apocalyptic horses really were planets, we should identify them as follows: the black horse with Saturn, the red one with Mars, the white one with Venus, and the pale one with Mercury.

Bobrovnikoff’s comments largely support the correlations proposed in Table 2, except that in the Table the “pure white” of Venus is linked with the white robes (purity) of the martyrs, and the blue/brown of Mercury (which, in combination, approximate black) has been assigned to the black horse. The latter ensures that the second use of *melas* (Rev 6:12), where its intensity is stressed (“black as sackcloth”), does indeed refer to Saturn. For the five true planets, four of the color-planet correlations for Revelation in Table 2 are consistent with Bobrovnikoff’s colors, assuming that his “white and gray” for Jupiter is considered an acceptable match for “pale” in Revelation. Bobrovnikoff did not seem to notice any overlap between plausible planetary sequences for Rev 6:2-8 and the one associated with the days of the
week, nor did he try to extend his planetary series beyond the first four seals.

We should recognize that Franz Boll, whose ancient planet-color correlations were used by Bobrovnikoff, had his own astrological/astronomical interpretation of Revelation. He saw in it Babylonian astral ideas that had undergone Greco-Roman refinement. Boll’s interpretation was subjected to a lengthy rebuttal by Joseph Freundorfer, who went on to become a Catholic bishop. Although neglected for the better part of a century, Boll’s cosmological approach to Revelation has been revived and extended in recent times by Bruce Malina, Professor of Theology at Creighton University, Nebraska. Malina, who points out that John’s milieu was one of intense interest in and fascination with the sky, views Revelation as “astral prophecy.” For Rev 6, he interprets the horses of the first four seals as comets in the four cardinal directions of the sky, their riders as members of the Zodiac, and the heavenly altar as the constellation Ara, “The Altar.” Overall, Malina advances a planetary sequence for the seven seals which consists (in order) of Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Moon and Saturn; a double attribution for the sixth seal compensates for the lack of a planetary cognate for the fifth. His assignations for the second and third seals agree with those in Table 2, providing additional support for the (easy) identification of the red horse with Mars and the (less easy) identification of the black horse, with its balance-carrying rider, as Mercury. Of the latter, Malina writes “The planet Mercury, which in the Sino-Persian tradition corresponds to the color black, is here recognizable by the commercial scale typical of Mercury in Babylonian-Greek celestial interpretation.”

**Seals in the Hekhalot Literature**

The correlation in Table 2 is intriguing, and the correspondence of Mars with the red-horsed warrior is particularly apt, but it is difficult to know whether the overall planet-seal relationship is accidental, unconscious on John’s part, or intentional. Like 2 Enoch (probably 1st century CE) and 3 Enoch (5th-6th century CE), the Book of Revelation is actually a distinctly Jewish apocalypse rooted in the merkabah tradition of Ezekiel. This tradition went on to flourish in the sixth to eleventh centuries CE as a pre-Kabbalah mystical movement within Judaism. In its hekhalot literature, the visionary ascends through seven heavens and seven palaces to the merkabah, the throne-chariot of God. The adept must have made elaborate preparations of purification and must provide the specific seals needed to get past the fierce guards at each of the seven levels. It is often claimed that the seals that permit ascent to the merkabah are in fact the “seven magical symbols,” mentioned early in this communication, which—as stated previously—have overt correlations with the seven classical planets. The seven seals of Revelation may reflect an early form of such thinking in a “color-coded” manner.

**The Seal-Color Correlation in a Wider Context**

Colors have long been used to symbolize directions. The assignments in the Chinese astrological tradition, which were mediated to the Mediterranean world via the Persians, identified the cardinal directions (north, south, east and west) with the colors black, red, blue/green and white, respectively. A traditional treatise in the *Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum Graecorum* has similar assignations for wind directions: black, red, yellow, and white. Like Malina, we can use these schemes to locate the four horsemen of the Apocalypse in the four quadrants of the sky; unlike that author, however, we would expect them to appear sequentially from the west (white), south (red), north (black) and east (pale/greenish). One should, of course, be mindful that the details of the color code are not universal. The complete color sequence for the seven seals is reminiscent of the color changes that characterize movement through the different stages in the process of alchemy. The goal of alchemy is purification, the transformation of
To the extent that Revelation describes a sequential process by which the world is progressively purged of its corruption and purified to perfection, it can be viewed as an alchemical workbook... One can therefore view each seal of Revelation as the divine equivalent of the Hermetic seal on an alchemical retort, the breaking of which signifies the achievement of another stage in the transformative work.

Extending the Seal-Planet Correlation

Since many traditional and esoteric tables of correspondence include planetary assignments, the identification of each Biblical seal with a specific planet (Table 2) opens the way to numerous further associations. On a somewhat mundane level, each planet has specific attributes (gender, personality, elemental composition, etc.), as well as rulership over particular metals, plants, perfumes, and hours of the day. Such linkages suggest practical details that might facilitate private meditation on the significance of each seal. On a more sophisticated level, and as anticipated above, it is possible to use the planetary assignments from Table 2 and the Zohar to relate John’s seals to seven of the Kabbalistic sephiroth, namely the lower spheres which collectively comprise the sephiroth tachtonot or “seven multiples.” The negative consequences that attend the open-
ing of each seal read like a cruel parody or shadow of the corresponding sephira,\textsuperscript{75,76,77} suggesting that each seal corresponds to a qlipha on the dark reflection of the Tree.\textsuperscript{78} Thus the loving kindness of Chesed is, in the first seal, transformed into oppression and conquest; Geburah, with its severe and purifying energies, is partnered through the second seal with war; and the splendid glory of Hod is reduced via the third seal to the abject misery of famine. In the fourth seal, the triumph of death exposes the limited sovereignty of Malkhut’s material world, while in the fifth, the Netzach-like faith and endurance of the martyrs still awaits the victory and eternal reward of this sephira. In the sixth seal, the world is shaken to its foundation (Yesod) by cataclysm. The mercy (rokhmim) of Tiphareth is manifest in the last-minute rescue of the hundred and forty-four thousand servants of God (Rev 7:3-4), prior to the beauty of this sephira being unleashed in the sense alluded to by Rainer Maria Rilke when he wrote “For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror, which we are still just able to endure.”\textsuperscript{79}

Caution is advised in mapping the seven seals to signs of the Zodiac. Although correspondences can be established simply on the basis of shared planetary associations, much relevant astral information resides elsewhere in the Book of Revelation. An integrated analysis of the complex Zodiacal symbolism in John’s visions has been provided by Bruce Malina.\textsuperscript{80} Similarly, while it is possible to project the seals of Revelation onto other arcane systems,\textsuperscript{81} the relationship may not always be straightforward.\textsuperscript{82}

The planetary assignments allow additional attributes from the Abrahamic religions to be associated with the seals. For example, the seven magical signs of Islam map to the seven seals of Revelation as shown in Figure 2a. While these symbols are ultimately positive emblems of divinity,\textsuperscript{83} it is possible to see Apocalyptic references in their shapes, thereby allowing each to become a visual focus for meditation or prayer around the cognate Biblical seal. Thus in Figure 2a we may perceive the crown or archery equipment of the first horseman (Rev 6:2) in the symbol at far right; discern a casualty of war in the next glyph, traditionally described as a “blind and maimed mim,”\textsuperscript{84} sense the measured and costed rations of famine (Rev 6:6) in the “#”, our modern pound/number symbol; and see in the four strokes a reflection of the fourth seal, with its power over a fourth part of the Earth (Rev 6:8). In the same vein, the cursive flourishes of the next character become a mnemonic for the flowing robes of the martyrs (Rev 6:11), while the symbol second from the left—which resembles an open and closed scroll in the Islamic and Jewish versions, respectively (Figure 1, far left)—reminds us of the sixth seal, in whose cataclysm “the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together” (Rev 6:14).\textsuperscript{85}

The seal-symbol correspondence also enables us to name the Jinn associated with the Biblical seals.\textsuperscript{86} Fittingly, all of the color-based Jinn names for which I have translations from the Arabic—Ahmar (“the Red One”), Abiad (“the White One”), and Mudhab (“the Golden One”)—agree fully with the colors for the cognate seals of Revelation (the second, fifth and seventh, respectively; Table 2). Of greater importance, perhaps, is the ability to identify the archangels who preside over the Biblical seals. From first to seventh, they are known to Islam as Gabriel, Semsamiel, Michael, Sarfiel, A’aniel, Kasfiel, and Rupiel.\textsuperscript{88} A similar sequence is presented in Rabbi Joseph Tirshom’s Shoshan Yesod Olam, a Kabbalah compendium from the sixteenth century CE;\textsuperscript{89} he lists Gabriel, Samael, Michael, Tzikkel, Anel, Kaptziel, and Raphael.\textsuperscript{90} In the Christian literature of the following century, Benjamin Camfield’s A Theological Discourse of Angels and Their Ministries would identify the same archangels (with “Zapkiel” for Kaptziel and “Camuel” for Samael) as “the seven spirits who always stand in the presence of God,”\textsuperscript{91} thereby returning us to John’s “seven lamps of fire burning before the throne, which are the seven spirits of God” (Rev 4:5). These same angels sound the seven trumpets after the opening of the seventh seal (Rev 8:2-9:14, 11:15).
Possible Christian Symbolism

In developing the seal-color-planet correlation, my focus on the technical details of one small set of events in John’s vision is not in any way intended to detract from the iconography of the Apocalypse proper, in all its glorious richness. Nor is the color-planet correlation meant to supplant traditional interpretations of the seals’ import, but rather to supplement them. For those seeking a Christological dimension to the seal-planet correspondence, I would suggest that the placement of the first day of the classical week (Sunday) at the final position in the series (Table 2) can be thought of as reflecting Jesus’ prophecy that the “first shall be last, and the last shall be first” (Mt 19:30). It also echoes Rev 1:8, 21:6, and the self-disclosure of Jesus in Rev 22:13, “I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.” The positioning of the first symbol (pentagram) at both the beginning and the end of the “seven magic signs” actually has numerous precedents, which date back to the earliest appearance of the symbol series in Islamic manuscripts (Figure 2b); moreover, the identification of the pentagram with Jesus accords well with its adoption as the symbol of the Christ by esoteric schools such as the Lucis Trust. Placing the solar token at the end also ensures that the final Biblical seal corresponds with Sunday, the day of the Resurrection (Mt 28:1; Mk 16:2; Lk 24:1; Jn 20:1). Thus the day which most modern Christians keep holy and on which they rest—just as God blessed and rested on the seventh and final day of Creation (Gen 2:2-3; Ex 20:11)—corresponds with the seventh and final seal of the Apocalypse, which ushers the present Creation to a close.

Conclusion

The few previous schemes that relate the seven seals of Revelation to the planets have been convoluted or incomplete. This article draws attention to a straightforward color-based correspondence between the seven seals and the celestial bodies of the planetary week, a correlation which hitherto seems to have gone unremarked. A planetary connection is hardly surprising within a vision sequence largely situated in the sky, but there are also other precedents for such a relationship. The vision-journeys of early medieval Jewish mysticism, which are rooted in the same tradition as Revelation, required specific seals for safe passage through seven heavenly palaces. These have been linked to the “seven seals” important to mid-medieval Jewish Kabbalah and Islamic magic, which have direct correlations with the seven classical planets and the cognate days of the week. The seven seals of Revelation appear to reflect similar planetary associations indirectly by way of color. The seals’ color sequence evokes a sense of alchemical purification, while their planetary associations encourage extrapolation to other esoteric systems. The correspondences add to the already rich symbolism of Revelation, and show that it is still possible to discover new and compelling associations for details of the Apocalypse.
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Figure 2. Mapping John's Seals to Symbols
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